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Abstract

To build cognitive systems capable of learning complex concepts we need to
extend the basic learning models to include learning from previously induced
concepts. We outline a broad model which includes several degrees of freedom
which modulate the tradeoff between the effort of the learner and that of the
teacher. A survey of published results related to hierarchical learning theory
and how they fit into the general model is provided, as well as a discussion of
potential avenues for progress.

1 The Case for Hierarchical Learning

While computational learning theory has made great strides in discovering
efficient (and attribute efficient) algorithms for PAC learning a variety of
concept classes, it has simultaneously provided hardness results that seem
to preclude learning in many desirable contexts. For example, polynomial
size, log-depth boolean circuits and DFAs are provably hard to learn (under
standard hardness assumptions), and there is no known polynomial time PAC
learning algorithm for s-term DNF or intersections of arbitrary half-spaces.

There remains a large gap between the learning capabilities of humans
(and other animals) and those of even the most advanced learning machines.
People posess the ability to learn an astounding number of concepts of seem-
ingly unbounded complexity. The general consensus is that the brain ac-
complishes its feat by capitalizing on the hierarchical structure of its input
patterns. A visual scene, for example, is composed of a number of objects,
each of which may consist of several distinct parts, each of which is defined
by its edges and perhaps its relation to other parts. High level knowledge also
seems to be organized hierarchically in the brain, as we are only able to learn
concepts on the fringe of our current knowledge base, building new concepts
out of those we have already learned.

This understanding of brain function fits nicely with the aforementioned
results of CLT. Learning complex concepts at the outset is not possible. How-
ever, a complex function can be decomposed into a learnable function of sev-
eral simpler functions which themselves can be decomposed until we reach a
level of simplicity which our efficient learning algorithms can handle. Then we
can learn from the bottom up, learning ever more complex concepts from sim-
pler ones with the same basic learning algorithms. This bottom-up learning,
which we will refer to as hierarchical learning, requires that more information
be provided to the learner than in the standard supervised learning models.
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In order to learn subconcepts, the learner must be provided with labels for
the subconcepts as well as the target concept.

1.1 Machine Learning & Cognitive Computing

In an effort to tackle increasingly complex learning problems, the machine
learning community in general is conducting hierarchical learning experiments
with increasing frequency. Unfortunately, there is little theoretical underpin-
ning in much of this work which is often motivated by biological analogy.
[Clark & Thornton ’97] define a dichotomy on learning problems, categoriz-
ing them as either Type-1 or Type-2. Type-1 problems are learnable from the
sample data, while Type-2 problems require a mapping of the input variables
before learning can take place. Since the space of potential mappings is large,
the distinction attempts to capture the necessity for hierarchical learning.
Such a definition is severely lacking as it ignores the important aspect of con-
cept classes and hypothesis classes demonstrated to be of crucial importance
by computational learning theory. For example, the authors characterize the
parity problem as an example of a Type-2 learning problem, when parity
is PAC learnable. Nevertheless, [Clark & Thornton ’97] is widely cited in-
dicating a need for a more mature model of hierachical learning in the ML
community.

Cognitive computing, a still nascient field, is replete with hierarchical
models, from Hawkins’ Hierarchical Temporal Memory to Valiant’s Neuroidal
Model. How else can the vast complexity of the natural world be modeled if
not along the same patterns from which it is composed? However, the lack of
alternative does not make hierarchical learning into a solution, and to date,
there do not appear to be results (practical or theoretical) that demonstrate
successful hierarchical learning to a significant degree of depth (beyond 2 or
3 layers). In fact, Valiant, whose theoretical NTR (neuroidal tabula rasa)
derives its learning capabilities primarily from hierarchical learning of con-
junctions, disjunctions, and LTF, states:

“The fact that intermediate levels of gates only approximate the
functions that the trainer intended is not necessarily harmful as
long as each layer relates to the approximations at the previous
layer in a robustly learnable manner. At each internal level, these
internal feaure sets may nevertheless permit accurate PAC learning
at that next stage. That this is indeed possible for natural data
sets remains to be proved.[Valiant ’00]”

2 Hierarchical Learning Theory

2.1 A General Model

We begin by presenting the most general model for hierarchical learning,
followed by a series of more restrictive models that can be obtained by varying
parameters of the model

For the purposes of this paper we restrict ourselves to a booleana input
space X = {0, 1}n. As in classical learning, we seek to learn a target concept
c∗ ∈ C, only in the hierarchical model C is not PAC learnable but can be
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decomposed into the s subconcepts y1, . . . , ys where s = poly(n)1. Each
subconcept must be a member of a PAC learnable concept class. Note that
we do not specify that each subconcept be a member of the same concept
class, although generally this will be the case.

The subconcepts can be composed by functional composition in any way
such that no yi takes yj as an input if i ≤ j. Any subconcept can also take x
as an input. The subfunctions thus form a hierarchy which can be evaluated
like a circuit, where the lower functions must be evaluated first before the
higher functions can be computed, with ys at the top of the hierarchy.

Since the target concept is not PAC learnable, more information than
the standard labeled examples must be provided to the learner in order for
hierarchical learning to take place. This information is provided in the form of
example oracles. Oracles EX1, . . . , EXs can be used to get labeled examples
drawn from the unknown distribution D. When the learner has access EXi it
can produce the labled example (x, yi(x)). If the learner has access to multiple
oracles (e.g. EX2, EX5, EX6), it can produce examples with multiple labels
(e.g. (x, y2(x), y5(x), y6(x))).

This model was intended to be as general as possible, capturing only the
basic machinery necessary for hierarchical learning to take place. It does
not specify when the learner gets access to which oracles and makes minimal
demands on the decomposition of the target concept. By adjusting parameters
such as these, we show how to achieve a number of different learning models
with different properties.

2.1.1 Constraining the Model

Constraining the general model in different ways affects the balance between
the effort required by the learner and that required by the teacher. In the
most general model, the learner receives all the oracles and can learn the
subconcepts to arbitrary accuracy. This can be viewed as the teacher doing
most of the work (providing a wealth of information with every example). The
only impediment here is that no indication of the structure of the hierarchy
is provided to the learner. From a theoretical perspective, the solution to
structure learning suggests itself - just learn all the subconcepts that are
learnable to high accuracy from the examples alone, and then proceed to learn
all concepts that are learnable from the examples and the previously learned
concepts, and so on. Essentially, the simple strategy is just learn what you
can as soon as you can, always building on the fringe of your knowledgebase.
A practical approach to structure learning is discussed in the next section.

If we alleviate the teacher from mundane repetition and require that the
learner make use of previously learned concepts in learning new ones, the
learning problem becomes much more difficult for the learner. We can imple-
ment the restriction as follows. Rather than providing the learner with all the
oracles at the outset, we will restrict the learner to learning from one oracle
at a time.

1The dependence of s on n is not necessary but we enforce it here to emphasize that c∗ is
polynomially evaluatable and the entire learning process can be carried out efficiently without
having to include s in all the bounds.
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Learning progresses in a series of s lessons2. In lesson i, the learner is
provided with EXi (the example oracle for yi). By the definition of the
general model, yi is learnable given x, y1, . . . , yi−1. The learner chooses when
to stop each lesson and begin the next, turning in EXi in exchange for EXi+1.
Finally, upon terminating the final lesson, the learner outputs its hypothesis.

The lessons impose an ordering on the subconcepts y1, . . . , ys, where sub-
concept yi = f(x, y1, . . . , yi−1). This is useful from a theoretical perspective
as it linearizes the analysis. Alternatively, a model where more structure is
provided (several oracles are provided during each lesson) is plausible as well.
This further illustrates the ability to trade off between learner and teacher,
and structure and induction.

The Hierarchical PAC (HPAC) model requires that the learner learn the
target concept to ε accuracy with confidence δ (unless otherwise specified,
we will assume the one-subconcept-per-lesson restriction when referring to
HPAC).

An efficient hierarchical learner will complete its final lesson and return
its hypothesis in a number of computational steps polynomial in ε, δ, n (where
a call to the example oracle is considered 1 computational step).

As we shall see, a crucial parameter towards learnability in the HPAC
model is the size of the subconcept classes allowable in the decomposition of
c∗. If the subconcepts are too small, an inordinate amount of work must be
done on the part of the teacher to break the target concept into digestible
pieces, however, if the subconcepts are too large, learning becomes difficult -
further illustrating the learner/teacher balance.

3 Learning Structure

With the fully general model, the labels of all the subconcepts are provided
along with every example. With all this information available, the learner
has the potential to learn all the subconcepts to high accuracy. However,
since the no cues to the structure of the target subconcept hierarchy are
provided by exlicit lessons, the learner must infer the structure from the
data. This is largely a practical issue and it is explored by experiment in
[Utgoff & Stracuzzi ’02] on toy datasets. As was mentioned previously, the
natural approach is to learn what one can and build on that. The Stream-
to-Layers (STL) algorithm does just that while taking into consideration a
number of issues that arise in practice.

3.1 The STL Algorithm

STL uses a simple hypothesis test to decide if a subconcept has been learned t
o sufficient accuracy. If the hypothesis hi ∈ H produces n correct predictions
in succession, where n = 1000 · V CDIM(H) (determined by experiment),
then it is considered to be learned successfully and is provided as input to all
the unsuccessful subconcept learners. In an effort to minimize the depth of

2s may or may not be provided as input to the learner. [Rivest & Sloan ’94] demonstrate how
to modify the CSL algorithm to eliminate its dependence on s. They utilize the standard method
of spreading out error as 1/i2 for 1 ≤ i ≤ s
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the hierarchy, a subconcept learner is not considered unsuccessful until it has
been shown a sample complexity of:

m ≥ c

ε2

(
V CDIM(H) + ln

1
δ

)
and still failed to satisfy the hypothesis test.

The algorithm resulted in a great deal of overwiring, so a (somewhat in-
efficient) mechanism for pruning irrelevant inputs was added by the exper-
imenters. The learning mechanism employed to learn the subconcepts was
back-propagation on a 1-hidden layer neural network.

3.1.1 Results

The algorithm was tested on two toy datasets. The first involved the playing
card stackability concepts of bank-stackable and column-stackable (the criteria
for placing one card on top of another in solitaire in the bank or on a column
respectively). The cards were represented by the numbers 0-51 and did not
come with any meta information (suits, rank, etc. were concepts that had
to be learned). The concepts were difficult enough as to not be learnable
directly from the inputs, and were learned in by a depth 3 network and depth
5 network in two experiments with different subconcepts provided.

The other experiment was on the two-clumps problem where a bit string
has two or more clumps if there are two or more distinct series of 1’s (separated
by one or more 0’s) where the string is considered circular (the end wraps with
the beginning).

Finally, a larger problem was created by combining the two problems into
one by simply concatenating the examples and labels, to see if the technique
would scale.

In all cases, STL was able to learn a hierarchy of concepts to represent the
target concept correctly, however, the running time of the connection removal
algorithm left much to be desired (typical running times were 47min with 9
used to learn and the rest used by connection pruning).

3.1.2 Extending the results

Since all but two of the target subconcepts in both experiments were LTFs,
it would be expected that Winnow would perform well in place of the STL’s
neural network, since irrelevant variables “abound.”

Test results on the toy concepts using the SNoW (Sparse Network of Win-
nows) system will be forthcoming.

4 Learning from Induced Concepts

Here we propose that what Utgoff & Stracuzzi refer to as a matter of “dis-
course,” is in fact the central issue in hierarchical learning theory. Rather
than imposing on the teacher to provide a label for every sub concept along
with the target concept, we would like to learn from a series of “lessons” each
of which provides labels for a single target concept. Should the lessons be
provided in order such that all the necessary subconcepts needed to learn the
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current target are learned prior to the current lesson, we would hope to be
able to learn the target concept of every lesson from examples composed of the
labels provided in the lesson with input attributes computed from previously
learned subconcepts.

At the heart of the problem is that of learning a target concept given
labeled examples whose attributes are only approximations to the true ex-
ample. If we could accomplish this depth-1 learning task in some way, then
by induction on the depth, we can learn to any depth (the base case is given
by classical PAC learning of the first layer functions from labeled examples).
The following section describes a method that circumvents the core problem
on a rather restricted version of the HPAC model.

4.1 Learning Polynomial Size Subconcepts

The only truly positive result in hierarchical learning theory to date is the
CoherentSetLearner (CSL) algorithm [Rivest & Sloan ’94]. If we limit all sub-
concept classes Hi to polynomial size, where |Hi| ≤ K = poly(n)3, then CSL
can HPAC learn any polynomially evaluatable target concept.

This result is in fact even stronger4 than was previously stated. Should we
permite the hypothesis h output by the learner to abstain from outputing a
value, CSL both reliablly and probably usefully learns the target concept. By
reliable we mean that when h does not abstain, it always outputs the correct
value. By probably useful, we mean that with probability 1-δ,

Prx∈D[h(x) = abstain] < ε

We first describe the CSL algorithm and then provide a proof sketch of
the above result. Aside from the adoption of a more familiar notation and
the condensation or expansion of specific parts, the proof follows the same
structure as that provided in the original paper. It is included to help motivate
the questions in the subsequent sections as well as shed some light on their
difficulty, while providing an opportunity to gain a better intuition for the
analysis of hierarchical learning.

CSL overcomes the crucial problem of learning yi from possibly incorrect
inputs h1, . . . , hi−1 by using the subconcept version spaces to filter out ex-
amples for which it can determine the correct values y1, . . . , yi−1. The key
insight is that given the version space Fi for yi (the set of all h ∈ H consistent
with all observed labeled examples for yi), we can create an example oracle
for yi by filtering out all examples where Fi does not agree on the example.
Agreement is defined naturally to mean that all the consistent hypotheses
agree on x. Formally, Fi agrees on x ∈ X iff

fj(x) = fk(x)for allfj , fk ∈ Fi

3If we ignore this restriction, CSL becomes an inefficient HPAC learner similar to the way the
Halving Algorithm is an inefficient PAC learner. The result is a learning network of subconcept
nodes where the exponential-time/nondeterministic operations are local to the nodes. Please
excuse this hiccup.

4Strictly stronger given that a reliable and probably useful hypothesis could output a mispre-
diction in place of every abstention and still satisfy the PAC criteria. The key addition is that the
learner abstains whenever it is not certain of the answer.
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Also, let Fi(x) be the agreed upon value when Fi agrees on x. Because
yi ∈ Fi, the correct label yi(x) for any example x ∈ X upon which Fi agrees,
is given by Fi(x). Thus, it is possible to provide correctly labeled examples
for yi without knowing the target concept, by filtering out examples upon
which Fi disagrees.

The CSL algorithm is given below:

CSL(δ, ε, s)
1 ε′ ← ε/sK
2 δ′ ← δ/2s
3 m← ln (K/δ′)/ε′

4 for i← 1 to s
5 � advance to next lesson
6 do Request example oracle EXi

7 M ← ∅
8 � create filtered sample
9 for j ← 1 to 2m

10 do (x, y)← Push-Button(EXi) � get example
11 if F1, . . . , Fi−1 agree on x
12 then M ←M ∪ {(x, y)} � add to filtered sample
13 if |M | = m
14 then break � exit loop when sample size is m
15 if |M | < m
16 then return FAIL � unable to collect m samples
17 else Fi ← {f ∈ Hi|f(x) = y∀ (x, y) ∈M}
18 � Fi contains all hypotheses consistent with sample
19 return F1, . . . , Fs

From our previous discussion, it is clear that when F1, . . . , Fs agree on
example x, 5 Fi(x) = yi(x) for 1 ≤ i ≤ s and thus the correct label can be
provided for c∗(x) = ys(x) = Fs(x) by finding each of the Fi(x) in succession
(the values of F1(x), . . . , Fi−1(x) being used to evaluate Fi(x)) and outputing
h(x) = Fs(x). Given an example upon which any of the Fi do not agree (or
if CSL returns FAIL), the algorithm abstains. Thus, the resulting hypothesis
h is reliable.

It is left to prove that h is probably useful as well. We seek to show that
with probability 1− δ,

(a) CSL does not FAIL (at every iteration i, m examples are found on which
Fi agrees) and,

(b) Prx∈D[F1, . . . , Fs agree on x] > 1− ε

We begin by noting that m is chosen as the Occam (CHF) sample com-
plexity, so that every hypothesis in the version space F1 is an ε′, delta′-
approximation (in the PAC sense) to the target subconcept y1 (since the
first lesson involves only classical PAC learning from the inputs x.

Since our subconcept “hypotheses” are in fact generated by the version
spaces, we will make a natural extension of the familiar error(h) to the version

5Meaning only that each of the Fi individually agree on x - not that the various Fi are in
agreement with one another.
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spaces. Let,

errori(f) = Prx∈D[F1, . . . , Fs agree on x and f(x) 6= yi(x)]

So errori(f) is the probability that a randomly drawn example from D
passes through the filter but is misclassified by f . As usual, we say that
f ∈ Fi is good if errori(f) ≤ ε′. We consider Fi good if all f ∈ Fi are good.
Since CSL cannot possibly fail before iteration i = 2 and every f ∈ F1 is an
ε′, delta′-approximation to y1, we have that

Pr[F1 is good] ≥ 1− δ′ (1)

Having established the likelihood that F1 is good, we look to determine
the probability that both F1 and F2 are good. Using the product rule of
probability, we can express this in terms of the F1 likelihood as follows,

Pr[F1 and F2 are good] = Pr[F1 is good] · Pr[F2 is good| F1 is good] (2)

To compute Pr[F2 is good| F1 is good] we must first consider the case
where F1 is good but CSL FAILs to compute F2. Note that given that F1 is
good,

Pr[f(x) 6= y1(x), x ∈ D for one fixed f ∈ F1] ≤ ε′ (3)

Pr[f(x) 6= y1(x), x ∈ D for any f ∈ F1] ≤ Kε′ =
ε

s
(4)

where (4) follows from the union bound since |F1| ≤ K. Observe that (4)
provides an upper bound to the probability that F1 disagrees on a random x
drawn from D, since when f(x) = yi(x) for all f ∈ Fi, Fi clearly agrees on x.
Given that F1 is good, F2 only outputs FAIL when F1 disagrees on more than
m out of the 2m examples drawn. Using the bound from (4) with Hoeffding’s
Inequality6, we get that the probability that F1 disagrees on more than m of
2m examples drawn from D is

≤ e−4m(1/2−ε/s)2

=
(

K

δ′

)(−sK/ε)(1−2ε/s)2

setting ε = ε′,m as in CSL line 3

≤
(

K

δ′

)−sK

since (1− 2ε/s)2 > ε for ε ≤ 1/5, s > 1

Therefore, the probability that F2 should FAIL given that F1 is good is
exponentially small and it will contribute a negligible amount to the prob-
ability we seek. We can now assume that F2 is successfully computed and
proceed to determine Pr[F2 is good| F1 is good]. We want to show that F2 is
good (relative to distribution D, but all the examples in the sample used to
compute F2 are drawn from the distribution Pr[x|F1agrees on x]. Since this
conditional distribution must place at least as much weight on every example
x in the filtered sample as the marginal Pr[x] (all the weight of the conditional

6Pr[S ≥ αm] ≤ exp (−2m(α− p)2) when S is the sum of m independent binary random
variables with probability p of being 1. α ≥ p is a positive constant.
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is concentrated on elements that might appear in the sample), the filtering
actually increases the likelihood that F2 is good. Therefore, the probability
that F2 is good given F1 is good, is at least 1 − δ′ (the bound provided by
CHF if F2 were learned from the distribution D).

Plugging into (2), we get

Pr[F1 and F2 are good] ≥
(

1− δ′ +
(

K

δ′

−sK))2

Continuing by the above reasoning, we get that the joint probability that
all Fi are computed and are good is given by

Pr[F1 ∧ . . . ∧ Fs] ≥
(

1− δ′ +
(

K

δ′

−sK))s

≥ 1− δ

Thus we have shown that all Fi are computed (CSL does not FAIL) and
are good with δ-confidence.

To show (b), we go back to (4) where we showed that

Pr
x∈D

[F1 disagrees on x|F1 is good] ≤ ε/s

By a similar argument to that used previously, the probability that Fi

disagrees on x drawn from the distribution created by the filtering is at most
the probability it would be if x were drawn from D. So ε/s is an upper bound
for all the Fi. By the union bound, the probability that some Fi disagrees
with x drawn from D is ≤ s(ε/s) = ε.

Furthermore, the CSL algorithm with small modification is robust to clas-
sification noise. With noise, the true version space can no longer be mantained
with absolute certainty, since a conflict between an example’s label and the
hypothesis’ prediction on that example does not rule out the hypothesis (the
label may be incorrect as a result of the noise). Instead, each candidate hy-
pothesis is ranked based on the number of conflicts (mispredictions) in the
2m sample, and any hypothesis that ranks within an additive t of the best
hypothesis (the one with the fewest mispredictions) is maintained. t depends
on the problem parameters as follows:

t =
ε(1− 2νb)m

4sK

where νb is an upper bound on the noise rate.

4.2 Learning Larger Subconcepts

The problem with HPAC learning is that most of the known PAC learning
algorithms are either Occam algorithms (consistent hypothesis finders) or are
derived from the MB model. Occam learning becomes difficult because the
usual PAC assertion no longer holds - at depths greater than 1, we are not
learning from the same examples as are being used to generate the labels.
Using the one subconcept per lesson model, at depth i, our examples are
instead an approximation to the true example where i − 1 of the attributes
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are produced by previously learned subconcepts. While this may be tolerable
in the first few lessons using an algorithm like Winnow that can tolerate noise
in a relatively small number of its input attributes, it seems to preclude the
continuous style learning to arbitrary depth that we seek. CSL subverts this
problem using the version space technique to produce accurate labels at every
level (and ultimately increasing the subconcept learning accuracy as the depth
increases by learning over a relevant subset of the input space).

Clearly CSL style filtering of examples is not feasible for exponential size
subconcept classes, and even a probabilistic/approximate filtering mechanism
would not improve the situation much since it would still not guarantee cor-
rect labels (you could accomplish the same result by increasing the learning
accuracy at lower depth). We might hope to say something about the accu-
racy of an attribute at depth i given the accuracy of the attributes at depth
i − 1 used to compute it, and then spread the allowable error appropriately
throughout the hierarhcy - essentially using some variant of the Rivest &
Sloan machinery used to prove the correctness of CSL where the error bounds
are less favorable (or prove the accuracy at depth s by induction on i). Un-
fortunately, the results discussed in the following section make this approach
rather unlikely to bear fruit.

4.2.1 Random Attribute Noise

Considering the chief difficulty in isolation from the rest of the hierarchical
learning task, we might consider only the problem of PAC learning from noisy
inputs (attribute noise) reasoning that a PAC learning algorithm that can
tolerate such noise can be used during the hierarchical learning task to learn
subconcept yi from inputs x, h1, ..., hi−1 where the hi are hypotheses learned
for shallower subconcepts and the “noise-rate” of a given input is the error
rate of the subconcept hypothesis used to generate it.

[Goldman & Sloan ’95] investigate the question of PAC learning with ran-
dom attribute noise. A number of noise models are considered including
malicious noise (with probability η, a noisy example created by a malicious
adversary is supplied instead of the expected labeled example), uniform ran-
dom attribute noise (each attribute is negated independently with probability
η), and finally product random attribute noise (PRA), where each attribute
i is negated independently with some fixed probability ηi ≤ η.

Interestingly, positive results were obtained for the uniform random noise
model, however, among the models explored, PRA comes closest to modeling
the situation encountered during hierarchical learning. We can easily get a
bound on the error rates of previously learned subconcepts if, say, they were
PAC learned directly from the inputs. Then a learning algorithm robust to
PRA could ensure a bound on the error rates during subsequent lessons. The
situation, however, is rather dire. While no algorithm was found to be tolerant
to PRA, a rather strong upper bound on the theoretically tolerable PRA noise
rate was reported. Specifically, η < 2ε where ε is the accuracy parameter to
the PAC learner. Compared to the upper bound of η < ε/(1 + ε) for the
maximum tolerable malicious noise rate, PRA noise is not much friendlier
than malicious noise.
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4.2.2 Practical Considerations

The PRA noise model may not accurately reflect the situation in practice.
Firstly, the error/noise of various inputs may not be independent of one an-
other - complex interdependencies may exist among the input functions. More
importantly,in the PRA study, accuracy is measured with respect to non-noisy
examlpes drawn from the target distribution, whereas in the case of hierar-
chical learning, the noise is not external (say, from some noisy channel) but
internally caused by error resulting from the approximate nature of learn-
ing. As a result, performance should be gauged relative to test examples that
contain the same type of noise as the training examples. This may account
for the fact that PRA noise does not appear to be as harmful in practice
[Quinlan ’86].

5 Conclusions & Questions

By adjusting the parameters of the general hierarchical learning model to pro-
duce various restricted models, we can control a tradeoff between the difficulty
of learning and the difficulty of teaching, where more information provided
to the learner makes it easier for the learner to learn at the expense of the
teacher which must supply the extra information.

The major open question in hierarchical learning theory is: “What is the
largest size subconcept class that can be learned in the HPAC framework?”
The CSL algorithm provides a lower bound by demonstrating that hierarchical
PAC learning is possible provided that every subconcept class is polynomial in
size. While we would like to learn subconcepts like LTF (size 2Ω(n2)) using our
most powerful PAC learning algorithms, it is unclear (and doubtful) whether
even the simplest exponential size concept classes (conjunctions/disjunctions
- size 2n) can be learned as subconcepts in the hierarchical setting. Can
non-local methods such as message passing between subconcepts (feedback)
circumvent the apparent difficulties, or is the HPAC model too restrictive?
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